F eminism and Mediterranean studies intersect in some surprising ways, especially in the classroom, despite assumptions about the region's tendency toward misogyny.
interconnections and trade, with the exchange and warfare conducted for millennia on its shores-offers a perfect staging ground for exploring connections, even in a period to which students have seemingly little connection at all. Here, I will examine one particular instance of such cross-cultural discomfort, when my students and I took on the challenge of reading the medieval Greek ballad Digenis Akritas in a graduate seminar on the medieval Mediterranean taught in English to students from across the campus. Our resulting discussion of Digenis Akritas suggested that abandoning our modern need for linguistic or disciplinary mastery and approaching the text from a Mediterranean, cross-cultural standpoint would allow us to better understand how mobility helped construct nobility in Mediterranean literature. Our questions revolved around imagining Mediterranean noble identities as not constructed through strict ties to nation, but rather through practices of exchange and travel. Mediterranean studies and feminist pedagogy are a natural fit, since they both assume we can let go of disciplinary mastery to shift the questions of our inquiry to focus on the intersectionality of existence.
Teaching outside my disciplinary comfort zone revealed how valuable feminist pedagogy-anchored in admitting discomfort and letting go of mastery-can be to a classroom dedicated to cross-cultural exploration, specifically in encounters in the medieval Mediterranean. To that end, I begin by exploring how feminist pedagogy and Mediterranean studies intersect, and explore how that intersection-the pedagogy of connectivity-plays out in the classroom. Finally, I turn toward broader implications for teaching through connectivity. * * * "Why won't you tell us what to think about this text?" It is a question I get at least once per semester from my students who, perplexed by the otherness of medieval French literature, struggle to understand and relate to ideas far outside of their comfort zone. They, like many outsiders to whom I explain my profession, are perplexed by the idea of studying the medieval world, and their questions are always the same: How can I understand the medieval world, given the little evidence we have about it? What do we know about the medieval world, and what are our assumptions? Their questions of discomfort with the medieval era, though, differ from that first, and most basic, question-the one focused around my role as a facilitator who guides a discussion about medieval literature and culture, and which reveals anxieties about who can help them establish connections to the medieval world. Why am I reluctant
